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1. RESIDENTIAL FRAMED DECKS 
2. COMMERCIAL FLAT-ROOFS 

3. VENTILATED CONCRETE BALCONIES 
POOLS – PATIOS –  WALKWAYS	

3 COMPLETE SYSTEMS 
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Will	not	rot,	mold,	warp,	stain,	crack,	splinter,	crumble,	or	fade.		
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Built	with	the	spirit	of	luxury,	evolved	into	spirited	luxury.	 
UN 
FOR 
GET 
ABLE 
 
 

Deck Products 
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FROST RESISTANT 
The material features reduced water absorption (only 0.05%). The slabs do not alter their 
technical	performance and are not susceptible to damage at low temperatures. 
 
RESISTANT TO THERMAL SHOCK  
From -50°C to +60°C maintaining the same technical, aesthetic features and longevity of 
the material over time. 
 
 
CHROMATIC STABILITY 
Color remains unchanged over time. 
 
 
HIGH BREAKAGE LOAD 
Every single slab can bear a load of up to 1000kg. 
 
 
EASY TO CLEAN  
Mbrico tile deck products are easy to clean, even when cleaning using pressure washers 
the surface of the material does not suffer any damage. 
 
 
RESISTANT TO MOLD  
Mbrico tile deck products are an inhospitable surface for any form of vegetative growth, 
and, as such, does not encourage the development of molds or moss. 
 
 
EASY TO INSTALL 
Squared and single work-size.  The material undergoes rectification and computerized 
control of its squaring therefore can guarantee the precise coupling of slabs for installation 
in any destination of use. 
 
ANTI-SLIP 
Mbrico Tile Deck surfaces are anti-slip. 
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DECKS 
 
 
 

PREMIUM RESIDENTIAL 
PORCELAIN DECKS  
  
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE.  
 
MbricoTM: a complete system of mechanically 
fastened deck coverings for public and 
residential outdoor spaces.  
 
Mbrico Tile DecksTM manufactures and 
supplies a pioneering deck surface that 
consists of high quality, grout free porcelain 
stoneware that is frost, mold, rot, slip, and 
fade resistant. This concept is a decking 
industry innovation that provides consumers 
with a maintenance free green product for 
their deck while also demonstrating higher 
quality overall. 
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MBRICO TILE DECKSTM: Mbrico offers the industry’s first complete, comprehensive, 
ready to install, grout free tile decking system. “With a focus on engineering and a 
background in homebuilding, Mbrico has developed the simplest, strongest, most 

cost effective tile decking surface the industry has ever seen.” 
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Elevate	It	
For	traditional	elevated	
deck	framing.	Standard	
treated	lumber,	steel	or	
aluminum	joists,	Mbrico	
can	be	easily	installed	on	
them	all.			
	

Design	It	
With	over	40	colors	and	
patterns	available	
including	wood,	stone,	
aggregate	and	
contemporary	
appearances,	Mbrico	can	
satisfy	any	taste.		
	

Install	It	
Using	mechanical	
fasteners,	standard	
carpentry	tools,	and	no	
grout,	Mbrico	is	designed	
to	be	installed	by	any	
carpentry	crew.		
	

Live	It	
No	more	staining.	No	
more	sanding.	No	more	
sealing.	No	more	
spending	Saturday	
working	on	the	deck.	Live	
with	Mbrico.		
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FLAT-
ROOFS 
 
 
 

TIMELESS. FEARLESS. 
ROOFTOPS.  
 
MbricoTM means passion, innovation, 
engineering and the eternal quest for 
perfection and simplicity.  
 
A combination of American 
craftsmanship, Italian tile and 
groundbreaking technology create 
surfaces in which performance can be 
experienced to the full for the ultimate 
in outdoor living pleasure. It’s time you 
start spending your weekends the way 
you want to spend them. Not on 
maintenance and repairs.                                                                     
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WIND AND FIRE SOLUTIONS  
Mbrico’s mechanically fastened rooftop systems create and interlocking wind up 
lift solution. The tiles, all free floating and free draining, interlock to create a 
progressive solution. Manufactured with all fire rated products nothing stands in 
our way.   

 
DO THE MATH  
1/3rd   Mbrico weighs one third the weight of comparable concrete rooftop 
systems. 
10x    Mbrico is warrantied for approximately 10 times the lifetime of comparable 
concrete products.  
30%   Installation crews report that Mbrico takes them approximately 30% less 
time to install in comparison to comparable concrete paver & pedestal systems.  
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VENTILATED 
OVER 
CONCRETE 
 

CREATING A HIGHER STANDARD OF 
BALCONIES 
  
Are you an architect, builder, designer? In creating  
Mbrico ventilated systems, we thought of you, and your 
 need to offer safe and practical design products suited  
for any pre or post stressed concrete setting. Fire, wind,  
mold, frost, and stain resistant porcelain designed as a  
free-floating surface above your concrete.  
 
Striking products delivered in a comprehensive, easy to 
install package. 
 
Every MbricoTM project is a work of art. It’s perfection 
expressing a proud history in construction,  
unmistakable styling and technological innovation,  
enhanced by the simplicity and experience that take  
place on the surface. 
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Ventilated	Over	Concrete:	For	application	directly	above	existing	
concrete	patios	and	balconies.		

	
	

GROUT	FREE.	

MORTAR	FREE.	

WORRY	FREE.	
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HARD-
SCAPES 
 

TIMELESS. FEARLESS. 
  
THE CUTTING EDGE, SHARPENED. 
 
Mbrico means passion, innovation, engineering  
and the eternal quest for perfection and simplicity.  
 
A combination of American craftsmanship, Italian  
tile and groundbreaking technology create  
surfaces in which performance can be experienced  
to the full for the ultimate in outdoor living  
pleasure. It’s time you start spending your  
weekends the way you want to spend them.  
Not on maintenance and repairs.                                                                     
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Traditional 
Applications.  
Groundbreaking 
Products.  
 
Mbrico’s revolutionary grout free 
decking products are 
accompanied by a full line of 
traditional hardscaping & 
landscaping materials suitable 
for pools, walkways, and patios. 
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Stones-Pierre	B.	Sablee	

Summit-	Whitney	 Summit	-	Muir	

Nau-Fado	

Summit	-	Shadow	 Summit	-	Denali	

Mashup-Way	

Tribeca	-	Greenwich	

Summit	-	Sierra	

Stones-Pierre	Bleue	

Mashup-Block	

Tribeca-Broadway	

Stones-Chambrod	

Tribeca-Harrison	 Tribeca-Hudson	

Nau-Epic	Nau-Indie	

Mashup-Road	 Mashup-Square	

Tribeca-Watts	

COLLECTIONS 
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Norr	-	Svart	

Esprit	–	Crema	Luna	 Esprit	–	Lagos	Grey	 Esprit	–	Pietra	Paisentina	 Esprit	–	Cremo	Delicato	

Lab	21	–Mou	 Lab	21	–	Fog	

Norr	-	Gra	 Norr	-	Vit	

Quarziti	-	Glacier	 Quarziti	-	Mountans	 Quarziti	-	Waterfall	 Quarziti	-	River	 Quarziti	-	Mantle	

Aura-		Alpine	 	Aura-	Linwood		 Aura-	Aspen	

Officine	-	Acid		 Officine	-	Romantic	
Aura-		

Officine	-	Gothic	
Aura-		

Officine	-	Dark	
Aura-		
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844-449-9214	

info@mbricotiledecks.com	

MBRICOTILEDECKS.COM	
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Groundbreaking 

DECK PRODUCTS 


